Assignment 5

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2021-02-24, 23:59 IST.

What is wrong with each of the English sentences below? Are there word order, word relationship, incompleteness or ambiguity problems?

1) He had too much work had. 0.5 points
   - word order
   - word relationship
   - incompleteness
   - ambiguity
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers:
     - word order

2) One morning, I saw an elephant in my pyjamas. 0.5 points
   - word relationship
   - word order
   - incompleteness
   - ambiguity
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers:
     - ambiguity

3) There is a big earning sale today. 0.5 points
   - incompleteness
   - word relationship
   - ambiguity
   - word order
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers:
     - ambiguity

4) Ram Navam at looked 0.5 points
   - word order
   - word relationship
   - incompleteness
   - ambiguity
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers:
     - ambiguity

5) He likes to eat raw vegetables and meat. 0.5 points
   - incompleteness
   - ambiguity
   - word order
   - word relationship
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers:
     - word order

6) They inland to buy. 0.5 points
   - ambiguity
   - incompleteness
   - word order
   - word relationship
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers:
     - incompleteness

7) The predicate mainly consists of a verb and object(s). 1 point
   - True
   - False
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers:
     - True

8) A word can also be a sentence, and there can be infinitely long sentences. 1 point
   - False
   - True
   - No, the answer is incorrect.
   - Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers:
     - True